
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DESCRIPTION 
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www.minipress.ru 

Supplier of pharmaceucal equipment in Russia 
MINIPRESS.RU 

A modern V-shaped mixer powder mixer with an internal 

rotang sha with petals for mixing dry powder material in 

the pharmaceucal, food, chemical and other industries. 

Useful volume - 100 liters. Eecve mixing of powders without 

stagnant zones. Made of stainless steel for GMP requirements. 

Thanks to the unique design, uniform mixing occurs. 

Mixing capacity is made of stainless steel with polished inner 

and outer walls. Implemented by GMP. We provide detailed 

instrucons for setng up a mixer of powders. Before 

shipment to the customer, the mixer is tested in producon. 

Completeness and working capacity is guaranteed. We 

maintain a stock of parts and consumables in the warehouse. 

Price is indicated with the delivery to the city of the client. 

Founded in 1999
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MANUFACTURER - CHINA  
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SPECIFICATIONS  

Mixer V-shaped for powders "VL-100" 

Type: with blades inside 

Coecient of loading by powder: 40-  60%

Applicaon: mixing of dry powders 

Volume: 100 liters 

Eecve volume of loading: 40 liters 

Maximum loading: 28 kg 

Rotaonal speed of the container: 12 rpm 

Rotaonal speed of the sha with petals: 1500 rpm 

Mixing me: 10-15 minutes 

Motor power: 2 pieces of 1,1 kW 

Power supply: 220V or 380V at customer's choice 

Overall dimensions: 1950mm x 800mm x 1750mm 

Dimensions with packing: 2100mm x 1080mm x 1850mm 

Weight: 320 kg 

Shipping Weight: 400 kg 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

The mixer is made of stainless steel. V-shaped mixers of powder mixers are suitable for mixing dry loose 

powders. High mixing eciency is achieved by the presence of a rotang sha with petals inside the main 

vessel. The main container rotates at a speed of 12 revoluons per minute, and the inner sha rotates to meet 

the rotaon of the container at a speed of 1500 rpm. The best model, which is from V-shaped mixers. The V-

shaped high-eciency mixer has no blind areas in the cylinders at high speed, and with minimal mixing me. 

The body, internal and external walls of polished stainless steel, have an elegant appearance. Loading and 

unloading of the powder can be done either manually or by means of a vacuum conveyor. To unload the 

powder, there are quick-release valves. This mixer is used for mixing powdered materials in the pharmaceucal 

and other industries. From the electric motor, the sha should be set in moon. The best industrial device for 

mixing dry free-owing powders. 

( )

VALUE  USD  9000.00

PRICE ,  USD                                     7627 12

VAT  ,  USD                                       1372 88

PRODUCTION TIME                          - DAYS                    30 40 

 ESTIMATED DELIVERY TIME  - DAYS                              30 40 

Payment is made in rubles to the account in Moscow 

at  the rate of the RF Cental Bank 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Owner and supervisor

ROMAN TSIBULSKY 

OUR SERVICES FOR CLIENTS: 

 

1) TRAINING OF MIXING TECHNOLOGY. 

To all our customers who purchased equipment, we provide literature on the basics 

of mixing. We carry out consultaons by phone and by correspondence, we help to 

       solve arising dicules at manufacture on our equipment. We supply spare parts 

      and consumables.  We render services  in  the  help on  realizaon of  the capsular 

equipment used. 

2) WE COMPLETE PRODUCTION POWDERS. 

           We have a wide range of addional equipment for mixing producon. Upon 

          customer's request, we will select a model of powder mixing equipment,

granulators, capsule lling, dust removal equipment and capsule polishers, printers 

for prinng logos on capsules, lling and packing equipment for gelan capsules. 

3) SPARE PARTS SUPPLY 

        We cooperate with manufacturers of mixers and we are engaged in the supply of

spare parts for any model of mixers purchased in our company. 

 

 


